A SET OF SERVICES, SOLUTIONS, AND PLATFORMS FOR ENTERPRISES TO ACCELERATE THEIR CLOUD JOURNEY
Cloud is redesigning enterprises for a resilient future.

Businesses have traditionally leveraged the opportunity presented by cloud to bring agility and cost variability to their operations. Today, they are counting on cloud to boost their market responsiveness, empower employees, engage with customers, optimize their operations and transform products and services.

However, it isn’t just about moving on to the cloud. That’s the first step. Once on the cloud, it is about moving in the cloud, by transforming the core, by modernizing and building applications with solutions and services that harness the potential of hybrid, multi-cloud landscapes.

It is also about enabling futuristic business models in the cloud by designing and delivering cloud-enabled products and services, to modernize and innovate at scale, respond to changing markets and drive business resilience.

Enterprises are now at the tipping point for scaling their cloud-powered transformation.

Infosys Cobalt is a set of services, solutions, and platforms that acts as a force multiplier for cloud-powered enterprise transformation.

Infosys Cobalt helps businesses redesign the enterprise, from the core, and also build new cloud-first capabilities to create seamless experiences in public, private and hybrid cloud, across PaaS, SaaS, and IaaS landscapes. With Infosys Cobalt’s community leverage, enterprises can rapidly launch solutions and create business models to meet changing market needs while complying with the most stringent global, regional and industry regulatory, and security standards.
Expand innovation with the cloud community and its 14,000 cloud assets.

Enterprises can leverage the full potential of the cloud ecosystem and Infosys Cobalt’s thriving community of business and technology innovators to drive increased business value. Working grassroots up and extending seamlessly to partner with clients, the cloud community provides access to a catalog of over 14,000 assets to help businesses leverage the potential of the cloud ecosystem. An example is the Infosys payer B2B platform creating a disruptive marketplace for employers and providers to come together to manage the health of employees. The Infosys Cobalt cloud community, over time, will expand to include start-ups, partners, academia, gig workers and citizen cloud developers.

Speed-to-market with over 200 industry cloud solution blueprints and Infosys Cobalt Labs.

With Infosys Cobalt, enterprises can have ready access to a growing portfolio of over 200 cloud-first solution blueprints. Infosys Enterprise Service Management Café, for example, is an AI-powered solution built over the ServiceNow cloud platform, that delivers ready-to-launch applications. With Infosys Cobalt Labs, at Infosys global digital centers, businesses can also co-create new solutions and accelerate speed to market. More broadly, Infosys Cobalt Labs works with the Infosys partner ecosystem to pre-configure partnerships to prototype industry solutions as well.
Secure the globally dispersed enterprise.

With Infosys Cobalt, regulatory and security compliance, along with technical and financial governance comes baked into every solution delivered. Enterprises count on Infosys Cobalt to securely access cloud capabilities and innovations from various partners with the assurance of the Infosys single-point accountability for secure outcomes.

www.infosys.com/infosyscobalt

The outcomes we’ve delivered.

- We increased the productivity of employees by 20% for a leading holding company by leveraging cloud efficiencies and improving agility.
- For a healthcare provider, serving over 5 million subscribers and their families, we migrated their core to the public cloud, increased time-to-market by 40% for their new health care plans, while infusing AI and self-service capabilities that reduced costs by 20%.
- We accelerated delivery timelines for a leading manufacturer by up to 60% leveraging foundation templates, accelerators and prior learning experience, resulting in estimated annual savings of nearly $1.2 million.
- Helped a leading transportation manufacturer to curate and harmonize data from over 300+ applications enabling entirely new ways to monetize data.

For more information, contact askus@infosys.com
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